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This guide is made in order to provide useful information as well as to present the most
interesting sights & beauties of Keramoti to our travelers. 
 
Beauties such as the famous Ammoglossa , the 4 km beach with the white sand and
crystal waters , the  entertainment facilities, the Port with the boats & the sidewalk and
as well as many other sights in short distance to Keramoti. 
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Keramoti, a beautiful peninsula in the south part of prefecture of Kavala, is the place that attracts many tourists, from
the Balkans and other European countries. It is built on the delta of Nestos River, southeast of Kavala, across from the
island  of Thassos. Because of its favorable location, is an ideal starting point for excursions in Kavala, Xanthi, Nestos
River, and the island of Thassos. Ideal for those desiring holidays in a very beautiful natural environment and also for
those wishing to combine rest with modern conveniences in their holidays

Get to Know Keramoti
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Travel is good for lots of things, but it can also increase mental well-being - and not just in the short-term. Whether
you’re traveling for business or on a one-week family holiday, traveling can make you a happier person by building
self-confidence, providing new experiences and memories, breaking routine and allowing you to meet people from all
over the world. 



Reasons to visit Keramoti
01. For the famous beaches! The beach of Keramoti characterized as one of the best of the mainland in Greece. 
 The crystal waters extend for many kilometers of beautiful sandy beaches. 
 
02.Because of its favorable location, is an ideal starting point for excursions in Kavala, Xanthi, Nestos River, and the
island of Thassos. 
 
03.Ideal for those desiring holidays in a very   beautiful natural environment, nature lovers, and lovers of the sea, but
also   for those who wish to combine calm with modern conveniences in their holidays. 
 
04.Keramoti is a picturesque seaside village in which from above looks like an island and the only point that links
the village   with the rest of the region is its bridge.
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From Thessaloniki (located 168 km) and from all parts of Greece via Egnatia E90. Egnatia, after the exit of
Kavala, you will find the exit for the airport Alexander the Great and Keramoti

Alexander the Great Airport of Chrisoupolis connected
with Athens airport and through it to the whole world.
The airport is 10 km distance from the port of Keramoti. 

Climate

By Car

By plane 

Keramoti is a region with a mild climate and every traveler
could visit all year. But the summer someone can really
enjoy the place. Whenever you choose to visit, Keramoti is
beautiful every moment of the year!!

Transportation 

In Keramoti, a traveler can move by public transportation.
The public transportation from 6.00 am to 9.30 pm is
making routes and connects keramoti to Kavala,  Athens,
Thesssaloniki  and other big cities as well as all the local
villages. A traveler also can rent   a car, motorbike or can
take a taxi. The road network is in very good condition and
will not have a problem

Keramoti Travel Tips 
Access to Keramoti

01
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In Keramoti, there is a post office as well as many
Internet cafes. Also, the  most apartments and hotels
offer a free Internet. The coverage of mobile networks is
quite good but especially in some beaches you will not
have the best signal strength and you need to find the
point where this is possible.

Health

Communication

In Keramoti, there is a community clinic for emergency
incidents and a Health Centre in Chrisoupoli that can
serve anything that a tourist needs. In Kavala there is a
new and modern hospital for patients who need to be
transported there. There is a  pharmacy in Keramoti,
while there are several in the town of Chrisoupoli

Money Exchange- Prices
In Keramoti there is ATM, in which tourists can
make their transactions. They also can be served
by four banks which exist in Chrysoupoli. Credits
cards are acceptable in most places. The prices
for food and entertainment are very good. At
cafes, the price for a coffee is 2- 2,50  €, for a
drink 5-6 € and in the restaurants/taverns, a
person can spend from 10 -20 € depends on the
order.

Press 

In addition to the internet cafe, where you can find out
all press news, there is a shop that sells Greek and
foreign press. A traveler will find most of the
international newspapers.
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Guests will stay very satisfied

with the food in Keramoti.

Economic with many options.  As

lovers of good food, we pay

great attention to the quality,

but we want also to have the

best the value for money.  Try

fresh fish, which is comes from

local fishermen every morning.

Good and tasty appetizers, sun-

dried octopus with ouzo or

tsipouro   companiment, small

fishes, smelt, shrimp and many

more. Travelers can taste also

rice, asparagus, beans, corn that

are produced locally. There are

taverns in the harbor with

beautiful decor and very good

menu, tables by the beach, large

portions, tasty food and very

good prices. 

Dining 



Entertainment
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In Keramoti, the visitor can find anything wishes to spend the summer time. In rare beauty

environment of Keramoti, the traveler can have kilometers of sandy beach with crystal clear water

for swimming. 

Beaches

Keramoti has one of the longest

beaches that extend 4 kilometers

with white  sand. There are 4

organized beach bars with

umbrellas and chairs and

everything else that a visitor

needs to enjoy the sea and sun.
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Beaches Bars

There are bars along the coast, organized with umbrellas, chairs and everything the every guest needs

in order to spend hours in the sea. The beach bars in Keramoti are located in a beautiful location,

awarded every year with the blue flag. Areas particularly attentive to the waiters' electronic alert

system, with all the necessary facilities for the disabled. Offering a relaxing bath and enjoying a

coffee or a drink on the sun loungers and comfortable sun beds up to beach clubbing. 
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Walking on the Port

The port of Keramoti is used: 1) for the transport of passengers with daily ferry routes to and from

Thassos, 2) for transport of bulk cargo to and from Thassos 3) for the fishing fleet, used as fishing

reserve.

There are a few souvenir shops and boutiques, cafes, taverns and restaurants, supermarkets and fast

food restaurants.



You may also buy fresh delicious fish, once the boats reach the port after dinner fishing. The

crystal clear waters, which are among the most rich in both fish and seafood, offering the majority

of visitors the opportunity to fish. 
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Fishing



Keramoti
A Family Destination

Keramoti is ideal destination for families with children. Shallow waters, great beaches, less traffic make
Keramoti to be considered as fairly family destination
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Keramoti 
The beauty of the water

The beach never seems to lose its special touch. The soft sand and rolling waves instantly make us forget
about all of our worries and instead focus on the amazing view in front of us. With longer days full of sun
and countless games in the sea, it’s no surprise summer is everyone’s favorite time of the year. 
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The salty wind,

the waves –

sometimes

gentle,

sometimes wild

… we always felt

attracted to the

water and its

world. When we

are at the sea,

we do not care

what the

weather is like.

There’s nothing

more beautiful.



Keramoti Sunset. A beautiful mix
of colors lighting up the sky

There's something about a beautiful sunset that makes the travel experience complete, the perfect end to a
perfect day in paradise. That beautiful mix of colors lighting up the sky is just breathtaking. Such a beautiful
thing like this would, without surprise, symbolize so many things.
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Magical moments in the day. The strongest words aren't enough to describe the magic
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Reflecting light in the sea

 It’s more than just a gorgeous piece of scenery or a masterpiece of nature. For some people,
they see more than just the colors. That’s why whenever we feel the need to see a thing of
beauty, get a good spot. Then wait for that sun to slowly set. If we capture one of the best
ones, we’ll have tears at the corners of our eyes at the very least.
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This coloration transforms Keramoti into A Huge Postcard



Morals, Customs & Culturally
events 

Top cultural event held every year on the beach in
July. Since 2000, when it was held for the first
time, they sing at the festival almost all the well
known names of the Greek music scene
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Music Festival “Plai sto kima”

02

Festival of Fillipi Kavala
The festival of Philippi is the most important
cultural event in the region of Kavala. It takes place
every summer in July and August. It includes
theatrical performances, music events, film
projection, as well as many other events

The ancient theatre of Philippi
The ancient Theatre of Philippi is a remarkable and
important monument. It is located at the foot of the
acropolis and it is supported on the eastern wall of the
city of Philippi. Even though it has undergone many
changes over the centuries and some interventions it still
preserves many of its original elements. Nowadays, many
parts of the theatre are saved untouched still many
restoration works are done so the annual Philippi Festival
can take place.

Xanthi Carnival

The carnival of Xanthi is the biggest cultural event in the
region of Eastern Macedonia and Thrace. It is also the
second largest carnival in the country. During the events,
carnival parades and folklore take place and various other
folklore and culturally events. The events take place from
mid-February to early March



The lagoons of Keramoti, Xaideuto and Agiasma  are among the most productive natural fish farms in the country
and host many species of birds that either live permanently, or come to stay here during their migration
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03
Coastal Lagoons

Natural Sights 
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Delta Nestos

The Delta of the river Nestos has a total area of about 500,000 acres and is   considered of the most important
wetlands of Europe. Part of it is protected by the Ramsar treaty as a Special Protection Area and as a  special
Protected Mediterranean Region. It also belongs to the Natura 2000 Network and is also part of the National Park of
Eastern Macedonia and Thrace. The area consists of a set of biotopes with lagoons, wet meadows, reed beds and
riparian forest
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Nestos River

Nestos river, the natural border between Kavala and Xanthi,
Eastern Macedonia and Thrace, springs from the Rila
Mountains in Bulgaria and flows into the Aegean. The total
length is 234 km, of which about 130 belong to Greek
territory. The rich flora and fauna, the extent and variety of
habitats make Nestos one of the most important wetlands
not only in Greece but throughout Europe.

The narrows fo Nestos 

The Narrows of Nestos, a place of unique beauty,
created by the flow of river water, which erodes the
limestone rocks of the area. The aesthetic forest  of
Nestos (area 23,800 acres) is a protected area of great
aesthetic beauty and ecological interest, with
extremely rich flora (about 500 species) and fauna
(rare predatory birds and mammals).



Alternative Activities 

Equipped with binoculars &
flashlights and explore
diversity and uniqueness of
the rich and unique
composition of flora and
fauna in the Nestos Delta
offered for nature lovers,
birdwatchers and wildlife
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Birds Watching Swimming

Nesto’s Canyon with canoe

04
Cycling 

Discover the beautiful
Ammoglossa of Keramoti
and neighboring areas with
a bike. Drive around the
lagoon with the bike. The
ground in these area is flat
and will not be hard at all

Discover the unique beauty
of the coast. And if you
want to experience the
ultimate adventure, then try
swimming in Open
Distance Sea Struggle 2.2
km that takes place every
summer

Walking 

Nature lovers will be
delighted with the walks and
the rich flora of the region.
Let your steps lead you to
hiking trails, surrounded by
tall trees

The most beautiful option to see the twenty kilometers downhill waters of the river, canyon and loops. is only
by canoe!



The maritime area between Keramoti, Kavala and Thasos, and the other open North Sea is ideal for sailing. Many
organized cruises to Thassos, Samothrace and other islands in the North Sea, with sailing vessels from the port of
Keramoti can take be done every day. All boats are very well maintained and organized to meet the highest
international standards.
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Sailing in Keramoti



Business Directory of Keramoti
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05
 Dining  –Taverns-Restaurants- Grill
Gialantonidis Nikolaos Kouzinaki 2591111840
Doxakis Giorgos Burger 2591051777
Andreadou Galini  Thalassino 6978140199
Deligianni Lemonia  La Strada  2591051122
Sotiriadis Ilias  Sardeladiko  2591051010
Gianopoulakis Xaralampos  O Babis  2591051297
Albani Barbara Bros Glaros 2591051478
Xatoutsidis Zisis  Girotsarka  2591051373
Domeridou Konstantina  H Geusi  2591051850
Thodoris Hlias Elexandra 2591051823
Parasxaki Georgia   2591051170
Giorgos & Thanasis Kiriakou St’ Adelfia  2591051860
Sinodinou Fani Fani 2591051208
Tekidis Agapios  Akropolis   2591051550
Exintaveloni Anastasia Sto kuma 2591051562
Fetanidis Christos Strougga 2591051323
Paristanis Stefanos  6976973478
Kagias Ioannis  6976716356  

 Cafes  
Sarafakis Nikolaos  Derby –Internet cafe 2591051929
Prentzis Antonis Sunset Cafe 2591051256
Taxtatzis Dimitris Planet –Internet Cafe 6989448588
Kafaltis Nikolaos  O Nikos 2591051535
Afentoulis Filipos Aigaio 2591051222
Adalakis Stilianos  Eco Beach 2591051506
Koutroulos Euaggelos Port Side Cafe 2591051925
Sinanidis Anastasios Kafe Veranda  6973757819
Takos Xristos  Chocolate 2591051120
Dimitriadis Giorgos  Gelateria Da Giorgo 6993693327

Manolis Panagiotis & Giorgos SA  Arista  2591051651
Katsilidou Sofia  2591051379
Koulaxi Stergiani  Perasma 2591051654
Kazakis Panagioula 2591051260
Daniela Miteva  2591051811

Meat Market 

 Varagianni Eustathia   2591770007

Belezi Xrisoula   2591051547
Zabakis traintafillos  2591051628

 Maurothalasitis Nikos   2591051779
Markopoulos Fotis   2591051747

Shells Mussels

Fish Market 

Bakery  Shop

Alexiou Basileios   2591051125

Siopis Ioannis -Kolara Eleni  2591051202
Gialantonidis Dimitrios  2591051577
Ioannis Drosos Bakery Food Bar 2591051729
Restas Bakery 2591111509

Book Shop

General Shop
Kalliopi Pirgiotou  Clothes –Shoes Jewelry 6983757818

Piperakis Stegios 6974125206
Perivolaris Nikos  2591051754

Fishing Store

Super Market-Mini Market
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Samba Sofia  Keramoti 2591051520
Papadopoulou Ainta  Agiasma 2591056500
Agathakis Stauros  Xaideuto  2591051957

Ntaraksi Eleni   2591051446
Gianena Eleutheria   2591051485
Kogioglou Foteini  HAIR STYLING  2591051772

Theodoris Miltiadis 2591051123
Vlasakidis Giorgos 2591051313

Hair Dresser

Doctors

Pharmacy

Ambazoni Stauroula  Dental Clinic 2591051400-6972401626

Taxi

Gas Station

Papadopoulos Ioannis   6977478684
Dimitris & Voula   6932517308
Triantafillos  6977564372
Nerotzopoulos  6945348992
Giorgos Mpotas  6932142695
Giorgos Rogotis  6939396699

Public Business in Keramoti
Municipality of Keramoti  25913 50500 - 503
Community Clinic Keramoti  2591350505
Keramoti Port Station   2591051204-51098
Central Port Authority of Kavala  2510 223716
Thassos Port Station  25930 22106
Camping Keramoti   2591051788
Delta Information Center Nestos 2591051831
Association Culture & Environment Municipality Keramoti 2591051619

Shipping companies (Ferry to Thassos) 
Thassos Link  2591051722
ANETH   2591051142
NISOS THASSOS   2591051879
Chrispoulopi Station Bus Public Transportation 2591022415
Kavala Bus Station http://www.ktelkavalas.gr 2510222294

Public Welfare Institutions 
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The Beauty of Keramoti
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www.keramotiapartments.gr
E-mail:info@keramotiapartments.gr

Tel:+30 6977 001334
Keramoti Apartments & Houses
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